WHEREAS, up to 13 percent of college women and 4 percent of college men meet criteria for disordered eating behaviors.

WHEREAS, college students are considered by the United States government to be particularly susceptible to disordered eating problems.

WHEREAS, eating disorders are deadly disorders, killing approximately 20 percent of those that suffer from them.

WHEREAS, raising awareness about eating disorders and the resources available to students' is an important part of decreasing the amount of student's at UWM that suffer from these illnesses.

WHEREAS, collaborating on a service project fosters empathy and compassion among students.

WHEREAS, providing food in an environment supporting recovery sends a positive message to students.

WHEREAS; An event in which awareness could be raised and students could be brought together to create cards for fellow young adults in a recovery center would be an adept way to accomplish this.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED; An event will be hosted in Union 260 as a way to raise awareness to the student population at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

THEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED; The Student Association at the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee will fund $81.65 for this awareness event on February 26th, 2019 in Union 260 from the hours of 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM.

THEREFORE, BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED; Upon this legislation’s approval, this matter will be referred to the Treasurer of the Student Association.

Alyssa Molinski
Student Association President
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February 24th, 2019 – Introduced by Senator Elizabeth Papandria

February 24th, 2019 – Passed by the Student Association Senate